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Abstract—Mechanical analysa oT structures, to be efficient, mini incorporate materials 
behaviour data. Among the mechanisms liable to cause collapse, progressive distorsion (or 
ratcheting) has been the subject of only a few bask* experiments, most of the investigations 
being theoretical. In order to get meaningful results to characterize materials behaviour, an 
experimental study on ratcheting of austenitic sleds has been undertaken at the C.E.A. 

This paper gives the first results of test» at room temperature on Ihin lubes of 304 L sled 
submitted to an axial constant stress (primary stress) lo which is added a cyclic shearing 
strain (secondary stress). The tests cover a large combination of the I wo loading modes. The 
main results consist of curves of cumulative iso-dcformalion in the primary and secondary 
stress field (Bree type diagrams). Results are given for plastic deformations ranging from 0-1 
to 2 57. up to N = 100 cycles. 

INTRODUCTION 

A THOROUGH knowledge of the mechanical behaviour of materials is indispensable in 
designing mechanical structures. Hence the designer needs the service of material 
specialists. However, this situation is not a one-way road, because the materials specialist 
must also take account of design realities. 

One purpose of mechanical analysis of structures, carried out during the design stage, is 
to prevent any damage that is liable to cause shutdown or collapse of these structures. One 
of these dangers is progressive distorsion (or ratcheting), and it is current practice to take 
this into account in advanced industries such as the nuclear industry. 

This type of damage is characterized by an increase in deformation whenever a load is 
applied or \aricd. Figure 1 illustrates two possible types of behaviour -iivler the action of 
successive loading application-». In the first case, the residual deformation remains stable 
after a few load applications, denoting an accommodation of the structure. In the second 
case, the residual deformation increases with every cycle (ratcheting). This phenomenon is 
liable to cause serious damage; in particular, our understanding of fatigue behaviour in 
these conditions is extremely poor. 

Most investigations of ratcheting arc merely computations in which the behaviour of 
the material is largely schematized (perfect plasticity). The few experimental investigations 
are tests on components with complex geometry and loading. 

Hence the need has emerged for results of practical tests on simple structures, for a 
better knowledge of the degradation process under the effect of ratcheting. This paper 
describes and gives the results of a scries of tensile/cyclic torsion tests performed at room 
temperature on tubular specimens of 304 L auslcnitic stainless slccl. 
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Fie. I. Mechanism of ratcheting. 
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PREVIOUS WORK 
Computations 

To the the authors* knowledge, the first notable work was carried out by Miller [I J and 
Hill [2]. These investigations were supplemented and expanded by Edmunds and Beer [3] 
and Burgreen [4-6). Ratcheting diagrams were drawn up by Brce[7,8) and ODonncl-
Pcrowski [9/ Investigation» of ratcheting in pressure vessels were carried out by Townley 
[10], Findley and Spence [I I). The state or the matter was reviewed by Lcckic (12) and 
Roche [13]. 

Structure tests 

Investigations of thermal shock were performed by Kano and Inouc [14] as well as 
Corum and others [15]. Ratcheting of vessel elements was investigated experimentally by 
Moreton and Moffat (16). More elementary tests were performed by Ainsworth [17] and 
Conway and others [IS]. 

Testing ofcylimlrhal ami tubular specimens 
Ronway [19] investigated the case of cylindrical specimens subjected to axial load and 

cyclic torsion; noteworthy is the lack of any relation to the theoretical computation work, 
carried 0"t 'it the same time. Tests on cylindrical specimens v ere pcrforrm' by Inouc el at. 
[20]. Tubuiar test specimens were employed by Udoguchi et al. [21] and Boulais et al. [22]. 

PRINCIPLE AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST RIG 

The principle is the following: a thin tubular specimen (Fig. 2) is subjected to axial 
loading which is constant in time, to which cyclic torsion loading is added. The use of thin 
tubes offers two advantages: 

(a) stresses can be considered as constant throughout the cross-section of the specimen; 
and 

(b) stresses arc easily determined, as the torsion deformation docs not change the 
geometry of the specimen. 
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Fig. 2. Tubular specimen (alt dimensions in mm). 

The material characteristics arc as follows: 

Chemical composition (%wl) C 0038, Cr 18-6. Ni 10. Mn I I . Si &44. Mo 005; 
Mechanical properties: 0 2% proor stress, n,, 244 MPa; tensile strength, <T„ 625 MPa; 
Young's modulus. E, 187 GPa. 

LOADING DEFINITION 

The specimen is subjected to the following loads (sec Fig. 4): 

(i) an axial tensile stress it, — M/A 

(ii) a torsion deformation Ay = rA I — I 

The tensile loading (i.e. stress nm) will be called />; the torsion loading will be converted 
into an clastic ficticious stress of range AC. equal to: 

A0 = 2GAy. 

where G is the transverse modulus of elasticity; the factor 2 is due to the use ofTrcsca's 
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Fif. 3. Sketch of tcM apparatus. 

Arto A 

Tig. 4. Symbol* for Ionian cakubiion». 

criterion. It is usual to call "primary sfcss" the constant stress P, whilst "secondary stress" 
AQ is due to cyclic deformation. 

In presenting the results. P and AQ will he related to the 0 2% proof stress. ny of the ' 
material. • * 
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TEST I'ROCT.DURE 

The loads were applied in sequence as follows for each test: 

(a) Tensile hading. Positioning of weigh»* up to the required stress level P. followed by 
measurement of elongation <f ' (sec Fig. 5) after stabilization (slight creep in some 
cases). 

(b) TorshtH hading. Application of a cyclic twisting motion wi'h a set angle: 
± 0/2 in case of alternate torsion (9 specimens) 
0 to 0 in case of reported torsion (I specimen 

ALTERNATE TWISTING REPEATED TWISTING 

Fig. 5. Schsmatiialion of lc>l». 

The torsion deformation causes ax! il elongation A2; at each torsion deformation peak 
(+0/2,-0/2) a pause of about ten minutes is observed, during which elongation 6s is 
noted. 

These measurements provide knowledge of the incremental elongation per cycle Ac?£. 
and the cumulative elongation *%. at a given number of cycles. 

TESTS AND RESULTS 

The loading field investigated was bounded by the following values: 
0-35 <P//x,< 0-9. 

1-98 < AQ/ff, < 7-22. 

The number of cycles ranged from 60 to 1890. 
For each test, the incremental and total measured elongation can be plotted as a 

function of the number of cycles: one of these diagrams is shown, for example, in Fig. 6. 
One can then determine the plastic elongations, by subtracting the tensile elastic 

components aa\E from the measured elongation. With the tests performed, the plastic 
cumulative elongations r %/>can be determined at given number of cycles, up to 100 cycles. 
In the following tables, r. %/> is given at 10 and I0O cycles. 
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A more complete treatment of the rough results consists of plotting the curves or plastic 
cumulative iso-derormations for a given number of cycles. However the values given such 
as in Tables I and 2, are insufficient to plot these curves. Additional valuescan be obtained by 

Table I. Percentage plastic cumulative elongation r.*/0 a! 10 cycles 

> / « , 

off/", 035 053 f>9 
0 0021 008 

0 014 twice 003 twice four limes 
I9S 0043 008 151 

• 5-70 028 09 3-74 
7-22 0*3 1-2.* • •41 

Table 2. Percentage ptasiir cumulative elongation *,% at 100 cycles 

n«, 
&QI«, 0*5 0-53 09 

0 0021 003 (twice) 008 
0014 (twice) 0 four times 

1-98 0049 0-1 242 
5-70 043 1-73 — 
7-22 . 074 233 8-12 
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Fi;.X Plastic cumulative elongation* al N m tfNKytlcv 
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graphic interpolations, successively involving two sett or intermediate curves: 

(b)Af2M, = / ( # > . Pl«t\ 
The intersections of each of the curves (;i) with the lines corresponding ' :> dilTcrcnt chosen 

values ofr.%/» give additional valuesofAÇ/», for each of the selected values off/jt. Additional 
values of /*/<?, as a function of *%/» arc obtained by «sing curves (b). 

The following values of C/jt were chosen for this analysis: 

<M%. az%. as%. 1%. i j % . 2,%. 
The iso-plastic-cumulativt deformation curves obtained by this method are given in the 

field A£/<r, - /»/», for N - 10 cycles (Fig. 7) and N » 100 cycles (Fig. 8). 

CoMinûmr wotting 
The foregoing results are related to loads {FAQ) remaining constant during cycling. It 

is interesting to determine the effect of the successive application of two different loadings, 
each lasting a given number of cycles. It is also interesting to determine whether the 
sequence of application of these two different loads has any effect on final elongation. 

Two pairs of specimens were employed Tor this purpose (No. 12 and No. 4) and (No. 14 
and No. 5), and were tested as indicated in Table £ below. 

I Table 3. Combined loadings 

Specimen Parameters of test 1st loading 2nd loading 

Ffr, fr53 0 9 
12 AQ,'*, 1-98 57 

A* cycles 30 25 
Fin fr9 053 

4 AQ,\ 5-7 1-98. 
AT eyries 25 30 

F{«, 035 09 
4 A<?>, 5-7 57 

.AT cycles 200 40 
F/o, 09 035 

5 &QK 57 . 57 
Af cycles 40 200 

Total cumulative elongation r% are plotted in Figs. 9 and 10; for these cases it can be 
seen that total cumulative elongation is independent of the load application sequence. 

Removal ofprimary loaili»% 
The effect of the periodic removal of axial loading during torsion cycling was investigated 

by performing a test the parameters of which arc given in Fig. 11. It can be seen that the 
shrinkage resulting from elimination of the axial load iscloscly related to the clastic component 
of deformation due to this load. 
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cycles N 
Fie. 9. Tests with combined loading. 
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Fie. II. Effet; of periodic u n i KKKlinç removal. 

Fir. 12. Flow limit. 

Disnmkm 
The foregoing results roughly corroborate simple theoretical predictions. The plasticity 

area of the material in the field of the two stresses 2r-<r, is a circle. In case of plastification, 
plasticflow, characterized byi!itand>72,isnormaltothiscircle(Fig. 12). Hence, one can easily 
conceive that y cycling causes a progressive increase of «.,. 

The problem is to determine the evolution of the plasticity area caused by deformation 
(strain hardening) and cycling (cyclic hardening). Compulations show that simple 
kinematic hardening is inadequate in these conditions. Investigations therefore need to be 
continued to clarify the hardening of the material in such a case. 
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Ratcheting tests performed at room temperature on thin tubular specimen* of 304 L 
steel led to establishment of diagrams, of the Brcc type, giving cumulative plastic 
elongation in the lidd !*/'•",-AÇ/c, for up to A' = 100 cycles. 

It appears that the results obtained arc closely related to the hardening properties of the 
material (strain hardening and cyclic hardening), because simple assumptions do not lead 
to the same results. Hence, tests must be continued irt this way. Tests arc also necessary to 
investigate Fatigue behaviour in the presence of ratcheting. 
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